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This Technical Report describes one of three computer programs
which were developed as tools for generating parametric weight and design
data for nose fairings suitable for Saturn-class payloads. The work was
performed by Locld_eed Missiles g_ Space Company, Huntsville Research g_
Engineering Center, with support from the LMSG/Palo Alto Research
Laboratories, for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration/
Marshall Space Flight Center under Contract NAS8-15485, from July
through November 1965.
The three computer programs developed under this contract are
described in the following three reports.
1. Automated Nose Fairing Design -- Ring and Skin Construction,
LMSG Technical Report LMSG/IIREG A712552, November
1965.
Automated Nose Fairing Design -- Ring, Skin and Stringer
Construction, LMSG Technical Report LMSG/HREG A712572
November 1965.
, Automated Nose Fairing Design -- Honeycomb Sandwich
Construction, LMSG Technical Report LMSG/HREG A712573
November 1965.
Many of the subroutines and the methods of specifying external geometry
and aerodynamics loads are common to all three programs.
This report (which describes the computer program for ring and
skin construction) supersedes LMSC Technical Report LMSG/HREG A711099
which describes an earlier version of the same program, Ma)or contri-
butors to the development of this computer program were{_. B. Burns _ _'_k _Q'_
the Palo Alto Research Laboratories and E. S. Hendrix and I. M. Landis
of Huntsville Research & Engineering Genter. AppendixK of this report




The computer program described in this report determines the
optimum design for ring-stiffened sheet metal nose fairings with an external
geometry consisting of up to ten intersecting conical frustums (or cylinders)
capped with a spherical nose cap. The combined effects of bending moments,
axial loading due to drag, and lateral pressure are considered in performing
the design. Only standard gauge materials are used in the design of the
shell and rings. Because of the difficulty of applying the more powerful
mathematical techniques to optimizing such a design, the designer is limited
to time-consuming "cut-and-try" procedures in his search for the minimum
weight design. These procedures have been methodically arranged and
mechanized in the Fortran IV computer program described in this report.
The main part of the report is devoted to _^, =scription of the _~_
followed in designing a fairing, description of the computer program, and
instructions on operation of the program. The program listing and details


































Estimation of Bay Lengths
Last Bay in the Frustum
Nose Cap Design


















Subroutine THERML (Thermal Computations)
Subroutine TNOSST (Nose Cap Structure}
Subroutine AERO (Pressure Coefficients}
Subroutine LOAD (Bending Moment, Axial Force
and Shear Force)
Subroutine PRESUR (Lateral Pressure)
CHKLOD (Checks Adequacy of Skin
DIAM (Local Diameter)
DLOD (Incremental Loads)
RING (Ring Strength and Stiffness)
RSTRES (Local Stress Level in Ring}
IREQ (Required Moment of Inertia)
PROPTY (Material Properties)
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IN'F 11ODU C T[O N
The computer program described in this report determines the
optimunl structural design of ring stiffened, sheet metal nose fairings.
When external geometry, aerodynamic loading, and a practical set of
design constraints are given, the computer program selects the combination
of sheet metal thickness, ring cross-section and ring spacing which results
in the minimum fairing weight. (Sheet metal will be referred to as "skin"
throughout the remainder of the report. ) Only standard sheet metal gauges
are considered for design of the skin and rings. The external geometry can
consist of up to ten intersecting conical frustums (or cylinders) capped with
a spherical nose cap, Figure 1 illustrates both the external geometry and
the type of construction.
A condensed flow chart illustratinR the major logical steps performed
in the program is shown in Figure g. Design begins at the base of the fairing
and moves toward the nose cap. Each bay is designed to withstand loads
imposed by the interaction of bending moments, axial loading and lateral
pressure. The combination of skin thickness, bay length and ring cross-
section which results in the minimum weight-to-volume ratio for the bay
is considered to be the optinmm design for the bay. An additional constraint
placed on the design of the top frustum and nose cap is the maximum tempera-
ture to be reached by the skin due to aerodynamic heating. The computer
program does this by computing the minimum skin thickness to be used in each
of these areas.
'The computer program consists of the main program and fourteen sub-
routines. The logical steps to be followed in designing the fairing and minor
design calculations are performed in the main program. Specialized functions,
such as computation of aerodynamic loads, are performed in the subroutines.
This arrangement permits the methods of analysis used in designing the
fairing to be easily modified.
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Figure 2B. Flow Chart Showing the Major Steps
Performed in Designing a Cylindrical
Section of the Fairing.
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TECHNICALDISCUSSION
1.0 THE MAIN PROGRAM
1.1 Terminology and Geometric Parameters
Following are definitions of terms used in this technical discussion.
The terms are also illustrated in Figure 1.
the bottom end of the bay, frustum or fairing
the section of skin between two rings plus the
ring at the upper end of this section
frustum - the section of fairing consisting of all bays
having the same half angle
nose cap - the spherical segment which closes the top
of the fairing.
The external geometry of the fairing is specified by the base diam-
eter of the fairing (DBAS), by the half-angle of each frustum (THTA (NF)}, and
either the ratio of the top diameter of each frustum to the base diameter of the
fairing (DOVDB (NF)), or (mandatory when the frustum is a cylinder} the length
of the frustum (ALF (NF}}. Frustums are numbered by index NF starting at the
base of the fairing. Frustum geometry is completely described by the same
parameters used to describe fairing geometry. Bay geometry is described by
the base diameter of the bay (DSUBB), the half angle of the bay (THETA}, and
the length of the bay measured along the axis of symmetry (ALB). Bays within
a frustum are numbered by index I starting at the base of the frustum. The
outside diameter of a ring associated with a bay is equal to the top diameter of
the bay. All dimensions of the ring cross-section are expressed in terms of
the material thickness used to form the ring (see Figure 5}. This thickness
will be one of the standard gauges stored in the program.
1.2 Design Logic
The major logical steps followed in designing a nose fairing are
shown in the condensed flow chart in Figure 2. In Appendix A, more detailed
information is provided by a program listing which includes detailed comments
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c_mmonly used varia/He names in this listing appear in Appendix B, The
discussion whichfollows is supplemental to the information in the flow chart
and program listing, and in general follows the sequence of the listing,
1,3 Required Input Data
The following input data is required by the computer program:
1, External fairing geometry {Figure 1)
2. Design specifications
a. Type of ring cross-section
b. Minimum distance between rings
c, Minimum skin gauge to be used for each frustum
and the nose cap
de Maximum skin temperature (if no value is input,
the value stored in the program for the material





Structural material {Properties for five materials are
stored in the program. (See Section 1.5.)
Aerodynamic data at a design point in the trajectory
a. Mach number
b. Dynamic pressure
c. Angle of attack
d. Difference between internal pressure of fairing
and free-stream pressure
Factor of safety (If no value is input a factor of 1.4 will
be used. )
Program controls
a. Is pressure profile data input? If so, the type of
lift data is indicated.
b. The desired type of output is indicated. (See Section 1. 14)
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Cl The magnitude of the increment to be used in
perturbing bay length,
. Pressure profile data (optional). If a pressure profile
is not input, it is computed in Subroutine AERO.
Detailed instructions on how to input this data are provided in
Section 3.
1.4 The Pressure Profile
Whether input or computed, the system used to specify the pressure
profile in the axial direction on the section of fairing composed of conical
frustums is illustrated in Figure 4. LT is an index indicating station number,
starting with the first station at the junction of the nose cap and top frustum.
Uniform spacing between stations is not necessary. Two stations must be located
at each intersection of the conical frustums, Where discontinuities in the
pressure profile exist, two stations can be indicated for the same location.
The following three parameters are required by the computer
program at each station.
• CPO {LT) - The pressure coefficient at zero angle of attack.
e CPA (LT) - The difference between the pressure coefficient
on the windward side when flying at an angle of attack and
CPO {LT).
o XOD (LT) - The axial distance measured from the tip
of the nose cap divided by the fairing base diameter.
When the pressure profile is input to the program, three options
are available for inputing lift data.
. CPA {LT) as described above
.
CPA (LT) per radian angle of attack
(×/D)
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In option 3
C N = the norrnal force coefficient with the fairing base as a
reference area
a = angle of attack in radians
x/D = distance from the leading point in calibers
After they are read into the program, the lift data in Options 2 and 3 are
converted to the form of Option 1. A sinusoidal pressure distribution {see
Figure 5) in the circumferential direction is used in converting Option 3 to
Option 1. Provisions can be made to read in other types of lift parameters,
if the parameter can be converted to CPA (LT) after it is input.
The option is available to either compute or input axial force and
lift data for the nose cap. In either case they are specified by the following
three parameters:
l° Drag coefficient with the base area of the nose cap as the
reference area
Normal force coefficient per radian angle of attack with
the base area of the nose cap as a reference area
, The location of the center of lifting pressure measured
from the base of the nose cap.
1.5 Material Properties
Properties for the following five materials are now stored in the
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P - PAV _ PMAX
or Gp = CpO - A Gp
J -- P = PAV _ PMAX sin _'
P = PAV + 8PMAx or Gp = Gpo - 8Gpsln
or Cp = Cpo + ACp
Figure 5 - Circumferential Pressure Distribution
l'l
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Additional materials call be readily added to this list• Proporties
which are stored are as follows:
• Modulus of elasticity
_o Poisson's ratio
3. Density
4. Maximum allowable temperature•
If a value is input for maximum allowable temperature the stored
value is not used.
1.6 Thermal Gonside rations
The maximum temperature reached by the skin due to aerodynamic
heating can be controlled by placing a lower limit on tile skin thickness to be
used in the nose cap and the top frustum. These minimum thicknesses are
computed in Subroutine THERML. The minimum thickness computed for the
nose cap is based on heating at the stagnation point, and the minimum thick-
ness for thf, top frustum is based on heating at the point at which the nose cap
is tangent to ttle top frustum. The equations in Subroutine THERMG are based
on a nominal trajectory of two-stage Saturn V vehicle ascending to a 100
nautical mile circular orbit.
1.7 Standard Skin Gauges
Only standard gauges are used in designing the shell portion of the
bay and the stiffening ring. The stiffening ring cross-section has the shape
shown in Figure 3. The standard gauges are listed in ascending order starting
with 0.032 inch. {See BLOGK DATA subroutine in program listing in Appendix
A. )
1. 8 Design Loads
The individual bay is subjected to bending moments, axial forces
and lateral pressure loads. Bending moments and axial forces at the base
of the bay are computed in Subroutine LOAD, using the pressure profile data,
These loads are then converted to line loads (force per unit of length on the
circumference) on both the windward and leeward sides of the bay, and the
factor of safety is applied.
The lateral pressure used in design of the bay is the difference
between external and internal pressure multiplied by the factor of safety.
12
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L'he maximunl lateral pressures occurring along the length of the bay on
both the windward and leeward sides are computed in Subroutine PPESUI_,
using pressure profile data and the input aerodynamic data.
1,9 The Weight Index (Does not apply to cylindrical sections. )
When designing a given bay; bay length, skin thickness and ring
size can be varied within limits. A number of designs which will withstand
the loading conditions are possible. In order to select a design as optimum
it is necessary to have a measure of merit. In this program the measure of
merit is the weight index -- the weight of the bay divided by its volume. The
bay configuration having the smallest weight index is chosen as optimum.
The behavior of the weight index as the length of a typical bay is
increased is shown in Figure 6. An abrupt change in the weight index occurs
whenever an increase in skin gauge or ring gauge is necessary. The weight
indexes computed by the program correspond to the low points on the curve.
In general, the minimum weight index occurs at a relatively short bay length.
1.10 Estimation of Bay Lengths (Does not apply to cylindrical sections. )
Up to seven different skin gauges for each bay are considered in
the search for the best design. For each skin gauge there is a bay length at
which the skin stiffness is fully utilized. Because of the complexity of the
equations it is necessary to determine this length by iteration. Much computer
time can be saved by estimating this length before the iteration procedure is
started.
After the first of the seven skin gauges has been established for a
bay, the bay length associated with the next skin gauge is estimated by
equations developed in Appendix I. One of the parameters in the computer
program used to compute this approximate length is AK (J), which is defined
as follows:
AK (a) iT(j_ )II
in which T (J) is the ath stored standard skin gauge. AK (a) has been computed
for each skin gauge listed (except the first) and stored in the program.
After assigning an approximate length to the bay, the design is
checked, and length increments are either added or subtracted until the correct
length is found.
13






























































i.ll Last Bay in tile Frustunl (Does not apply to cylindrical sectiorls. )
Before beginning the design of a bay, a check is made to determine
if there is sufficient length remaining on the frustum for one more bay of
minimum length. If there is not sufficient length for one more bay, the
length of the last bay designed is added to the remaining undesigned length,
and a routine is then begun to determine the minimum weight configuration
of either one or two bays which completes the design of the frustum.
First, a check is made to determine if there is sufficient length
remaining for two more bays of minimum length. If there is not sufficient
space, one bay is designed, and the program goes on to the next frustum or
the nose cap.
If there is enough space for two more bays, the program determines
the weight of a number of two-bay configurations. While designing the last
bay (the length of which was added to the undesigned length), the bay length
and weight associated with each of the seven skin gauges were stored tempo-
rarily. These weights and lengths are now used for the first bays of the
two-bay configurations. Weights of second bays, which fill out the frustum,
are added to each of the first bay weights (within the constraint that second
bays must be minimum length or longer). After exhausting these possibil-
ities for two-bay configurations, the second bay length is set equal to mini-
mum bay length, and the first and second bays are designed accordingly.
Another possiblity is to make one Iong bay. The weights of all of the above
configurations are compared and the configuration having the smallest weight
is chosen to fill out the frustum.
Additional weight is added to the top ring of each frustum to provide
for attachment to the next frustum or nose cap. The magnitude of this
additional weight in pounds is 10% of outside diameter of the ring in inches.
l.lZ Nose Cap Design
Both structural and thermal requirements are considered in the
design of the nose cap. The thickness required to limit the temperature to
the specified maximum is computed in Subroutine THERML. (For details
of the thermal analysis see Appendix J. ) The thickness required to withstand
aerodynamic loads is computed in Subroutine TNOSST. (Fordetails see
Appendix H.) In both cases thickness is determined for conditions at the
stagnation point. The greater of these two thicknesses is then used to design
an unstiffened cap with uniform skin thickness. Nose cap skin thickness is
not limited to standard gauges.
15
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1.13 Des ign of Cylindrical Sections
On cylindrical sections of the fairing axial forces and bending
moments are the predominant form of loading with lateral pressure p]aying
a minor role. Whereas, on conical frustums, crushing pressure is likely
to predominate. For this reason, the design procedure for the cylindrical
sections differ from that of the conical frustums.
The design procedure for the cylindrical sections is based on A.
BurnWs adaptation of the Baruch-Singer General Instability Analysis (see
Appendix K). This analysis assumes uniform skin thickness and equally
spaced rings of uniform cross-section.
Be
After determining the bay length which will give equally spaced rings
without violating the minimum bay length constraint, the required skin
thickness for the bottom bay of the cylindrical section is computed by the
same methods used for the conical frustums (see Appendix r.....I, ,.e first
value of the stored standard gauges is then assigned to the web thickness
of the stiffeners ring. Assuming that this ring cross-section and the
first bay loads and skin thickness prevail throughout the cylindrical section,
the adequacy of the design is checked by Subroutine BARUGH. If the design
fails, the ring web thickness is increased until the smallest standard gauge
which provides a satisfactory design is found. This web thickness is then
assigned to all rings in the cylindrical section.
Having determined the ring spacing and ring cross-section, skin
thickness for each of the bays is computed by the same methods used for
the conical frustums, using the loads acting on each of the bays,
1.14 Output Data
Three options are available on the amount of detail provided by the
output data.
. Design summary only (Figure 7A)
Design summary plus design details (Figure 7A, 7B and 7C)
. Design summary plus design details plus loads details
(Figures 7A, 7B, 7G and 7D).
Most of the headings appearing in the output are self-explanatory.
However, there are several in Figure 7G and 7D which require some comment,
Listed below for Figure 7G are several of the column headings and their
definitions,
Weight Index - Weight of the bay divided by the inclosed
volume of the bay.
16






Force per running inch of circumference.
parallel to the skin surface, normal to
the circumferential direction. A factor
of safety has been applied to this force.
- The ratio of applied line load to the line
load at which the skin buckles.
o The ratio of design pressure to the
pressure at which the skin buckles.
A parameter which indicates that the skin
design is satisfactory when it has a value
equal to or less than 1.0. (See CHKWND
and CHKLEE in Appendix B).
In Figure 7D, the design pressures listed represent the maximum
value occurring along the length of the bay. These values include the factor of
safety. The axial load, skin load and bending moment listed occur at the base
of the bay. These quantities do not include a factor of safety.
17
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2.0 DESCRIPTION OF SUBROUTINES
Z.I Subroutine THERML (Thermal Computations)
This subroutine computes the minimum thickness of skin required
to limit the skin temperature to the specified maximum. Minimum thick-
nesses are computed for both the nose cap and top frustum. The analytical
basis for the computations performed in Subroutine THERML is presented
in Appendix J. The analysis is based ona nominal two-stage Saturn V ascent
trajectory to a 100 nautical mile circular orbit.
The equations and stored coefficients in Subroutine THERML were
developed by means of a multiple regression analysis of a large amount of
analytical data generated for the trajectory mentioned above. DetaiIs of the
multiple regression analysis are also presented in Appendix J.
The parameters required from the main program for computations
in Subroutine THERML are RCAP, THETA, TMPMAX and MAT. Returned
to the main program are TCONTH and TCAPTH.
2.2 Subroutine TNOSST (Nose Cap Structure)
Subroutine TNOSST calculates the nose cap skin thickness required
to withstand the pressure differential, PDSPH, at the stagnation point. The
method used to calculate PDSPH and the structural analysis of a spherical
nose cap are described in Appendix H.
Parameters required by Subroutine TNOSST are PDSPH, E, RCAP
and TMINN. Returned to the main program is TCAPST.
2.3 Subroutine AERO (Pressure Coefficients)
When a pressure profile is not input to the program the pressure
coefficient data for the profile is computed in Subroutine AERO. The analytical
basis for the computations performed in this subroutine is presented in Appendix
C. Because of the assumptions made in computing this data, the pressure coef-
ficient at zero angle of attack and the change in pressure coefficient due to angle
of attack are uniform over the length of each frustum. The pressure profile
is then constructed by assigning the pressure coefficient data for each frustum
to the beginning and end points of each frustum. Double points occur at the
intersection of two frustums.
Parameters required to make the computations in Subroutine AERO




A sinusoidaI pressure distribution in the circumferential direction,
such as that illustrated in Figure 6, is used in computing CPAA.
t. 4 Subroutine LOAD (Bendin_ Moment, Axial Force and Shear Force)
Using the pressure profile data, Subroutine LOAD computes the
bending moment, axial force and shear force at the base of each bay. Bending
moment and axial force are then converted to line loads {force per unit length
of circumference) for both the windward and leeward sides of the bay, and the
factor of safety is applied to these line loads.
When Subroutine LOAD is called upon for loads on the first bay,
the bending moment, axial force and shear force are computed at the base of
the fairing. As design of the fairing moves from the base to the nose cap,
increments of the loads contributed by the pressure profile between the
previous bay location and the new bay location are substracted from the pre-
vious totals. Derivation of the equations used in this subroutine appear in
Appendix D.
Information required for the computations in Subroutine LOAD is












LT = 1, LTMAX
LT = 1, LTMAX
LT = 1, LTMAX
NF = 1, NFMAX












Parameters computed by Subroutine LOAD are ANFIMX, ANFIMN,
FSUBZ and LTUNCT (NF) for NF = i to NFMAX.
g. 5 Subroutine PRESUR (Lateral Pressure)
Using pressure profile data, Subroutine PRESUR computes the
pressure differential across the skin along the length of the bay. The maximum
differential occurring along the bay length is determined for both the windward
and leeward sides, multiplied by the factor of safety and returned to the main
program. The equations used in this subroutine are developed in Appendix E.
Parameters required for computations performed in Subroutine
PRESUR are





LT = I, LTMAX
LT = i, LTMAX
LT = I, LTMAX
g. Other parameters: LPFL, CZ, DBAS, DSUBB, ALB, QBAR,
NFMAX, NF, DELTAP, FS and LTUNCT (NF) for NF = I to NFMAX.




2.6 Subroutine CHKLOD (Checks Adecluacy of Skin Design}
When given the line loads, lateral pressure, geometry of the bay
and skin thickness, Subroutine GtIKLOD determines whether the skin is
thick enough. The criteria used to appraise the design are presented in
Appendix F.
Parameters required to perform the computations in Subroutine
GttKLOD are DSUBB, DELTAS, ALB, Cl, G 2, C3, C4, ANFIMN, ANFLMX,
E, PDESMN and PDESMX.
Parameters computed in Subroutine CHKLOD are RPMIN, RPMAX,
RAXMIN, RAXM_AX, GHKWND, GHKLEE, and CHK.
2.7 Subroutine DLAM {Local Diameter}
When given the parameters describing the external geometry of
the fairing and the distance from the tip of the nose cap in calibers this
subroutine computes the local fairing diameter.
Parameters required by this subroutine are:
ALTOT
ALF (NF), NF = 1, NFMAX
THTA (NF), NF = 1, NFMAX
DMN (NF), NF = 1, NFMAX
XN
NFMAX
The local diameter, DLOC, is computed by this subroutine.
2.8 Subroutine DLOD (Incremental Loads}
When given the geometry and pressure coefficient data for an
incremental length of the fairing this subroutine computes the contribution
by this increment to the total bending moment, axial load and shear load.
Input parameters are XOD1, XODZ, D1, DZ, CP01, CPOZ, GPA1,
GPA2, A3, A4, and DP.
Parameters computed in Subroutine DLOD are FSBZ, BND, and
AXLOD.
2.9 Subroutine RING {Ring Strength and Stiffness)
When given the cross-sectional shape of the ring and the skin
gauge from which is to be fabricated this subroutine computes the moment
of inertia of the ring with and without the effective skin, its cross-sectional
25
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area, eccentricity and torsion constant. This subroutine also calls
Subroutine RSTRES which computes the local stress level in the ring.
Input parameters required by RING are E;, IKIND, AOT, BOT,
COT, WSEF, J, K, PI, and T($)when J = I, 30.
Output parameters are AIRING, AISTT, AST, A, Z, ECC and
TCONST.
2.10 Subroutine RSTRES ILocal Stress Level in Ring)
When designing a stiffener ring it is necessary to check for local
instability in the ring flange or web (see Appendix G}. Subroutine RSTRF__S
computes the local stress level in the ring. This computed stress level
is then compared to an input flange buckling stress level, and, if necessary,
a greater web thickness is assigned to the ring.
Input parameters for Subroutine RSTRES are A, T(J), Z, PDESMX,
DSUBB, CTH, AL(J), AST, and AISTT.
The output parameter is FRING.
2.11 Subroutine IREQ (Recluired Moment of Inertia)
This subroutine computes the stiffening ring moment of inertia
requirements to prevent general instability of the structure. The methods
used to compute this required moment of inertia are described in Appendix
G.
Input parameters are THTA (NF), C6, AL(J), DSUBB, C2,
PDESMX, T(J), PI, ANFIMX, E and ALCONE.
The output parameter is AIREQ.
2.12 Subroutine PROPTY (Material Properties)
Properties of several commonly used materials are stored in this
subroutine.
The material for which properties are desired is indicated by
the input parameter M_AT.
Output parameters are the material properties E, AMU, RHO,
and TMPMAX.
2.13 Subroutine BARUCH (Designs Rings for Cylindrical Sections)
When given a skin gauge, crushing pressure, ring spacing and
ring cross-section, Subroutine BARUCH computes the line load at which
general instability of the composite structure of a cylindrical section occurs.
The procedure followed in designing a cylindrical section is discussed in
Section I. 13, and Burn' s adaption of the Baruch-Singer analysis (which
is used in Subroutine BARUCH) is discussed in Appendix K.
26
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Subroutine BARUCH requires a large amount of tabular infor-
mation which, for reasons of convenience, is read into the program as
regular input data. This data is physically located immediately after the
program deck followed by a comment card stating, "END OF BARUGH-
SINGER DATA CARDS - - BEGIN NOS£ FAIRING DATA CARDS." Nose
fairing data cards for a number of nose fairing designs can be stacked
in the usual manner after this comment card.
The complete Baruch-Singer analysis as used in this program
consists of five subroutines. However, all communication with the main
program is channeled through Subroutine BARUCH. Input parameters
required by Subroutine BARUCH are AST, E]CC, AIST, DY, DELTAS,
AMU, E, RCYL, ALF (NF), TCONST and either PDESMN when checking
the design on the leeward side or PDESMX when checking the design on
the windward side.
The output parameter from Subroutine BARUCH is ANFICR,




In addition to the data cards required by Subroutine BARUGIt
(see Section 2.13), which should be considered a permanent part of the
program, input data describing the /airing to be designed is required by
the program, These nose fairing data cards should be physically located
after tile comment card stating "END OF BARUCH-SINGER DATA CARD8 --
BEGIN NOSE FAIRING DATA CARDS," A number of nose fairing design
cases can be stacked in the usual manner after this comment card.
When the pressure profile and nose cap lift and drag data are to
be computed in the program, the following three types of input data cards
are the only types required.
Types 1 and 2. Parameters which apply to the entire fairing.
Types 3 and 4. Parameters which apply to individual frustum
(one of each per frustum).
When lift and drag data for the nose cap are to be input, or when
a pressure profile is to be input, the following additional card type is re-
quired.
Type 5. Lift and drag data for the nose cap.
When pressure profile data is to be input, two additional card
types are required.
_Type 6. Pressure profile data points (one card per data
point).
Type 7. Card indicating end of pressure profile data.
The detailed format for these cards is as follows:
Type I: Format {5 F 12.8_ 1 12}
Data: DBAS
- Base diameter of fairing, in.
DELTAL
- Increment by which bay length is changed
during design iteration (usually 0,1 inches), in.
QBAR
- Dynamic pressure at design point in the
trajectory, lbs/sq, ft.
AMACH
- Mach number at design point in the trajectory.
ALPHA
- Angle of attack at design point in the trajectory,
degrees.
KEY
- An integer indicating the type of output





Format (ZI6, 4FIZ. 8,
(0) Design summary only. (Sea Figure 7A).
(1) Design summary plus design details
(Figures 7A, 7B, and 7G.
(Z} Design summary plus design details plus









An integer indicating the material to be used.
code is as follows:




(5) Lockalloy (a Be-A1 alloy)
The
The number of conical frustums in the fairing.
The maximum allowable skin temperature for
the nose cap and top frustum, OF. (If no value
is input, the value stored with the material
properties is used. If a value equal to or greater
than 10,000 is input, no thermal constraint is
imposed on the skin thickness. )
The minimum skin gauge to be used in nose cap
de sign, in.
Difference between internal and free-stream
pressure, psi
Factor of safety. (If no value is input, a factor
of safety of 1.4 is used.)
An integer indicating whether nose cap lift and
drag data and/or pressure profile data will be
input. If pressure profile data is input, LPRES
also indicates the type of lift data to be input.
The code is as follows:
Z9
LMSC/IIREC A712552
(-1) Lift and drag data for the nose cap is
input, but no pressure profile data is
input.
(0) No nose cap or pressure profile data
is input.
(i) Nose cap data and pressure profile
data with CPA (LT) as defined in
Figure 5 and Appendix B is input on
Card type 5.
(z) Same as (1) except that CPA (LT) per
radian angle of attack is input for CPA
(LT) on Card type 5.
(3) Same as (1) except that
(See Section 1.4) is input
for CPA (LT) on Card
type 5.
(One Type 3 and Type 4 card is required for each frustum .)
Type 3: Format (4FIZ.8)
Data: ALF (NF) Ratio of top diameter of frustum to base
diameter of fairing or length of the frustum
in inches. If the number is equal to or
greater than I. it will be treated as frustum
length. For conical sections, either the
diameter ratio or length can be used. For
cylindrical sections, only length can be
input.
THTA (NF) - Frustum half angle, degrees.
ELMIN (NF) - Minimum bay length to be used in designing
frustum, in.
TMNC (NF) - Minimum skin thickness to be used in
designing frustum, in.
Type 4: Format {15_ 6E12.8)
Da ta: I KIN D
- Indicates shape of stiffener ring (see Figure
3 for code).
AOT - The ratio A/t (see Figure 3).
BOT




- The ratio C/t (see Figure 3).
FCFB
- Ring outstanding flange buckling level, PSI.
The next card type is required only when nose cap lift and drag
data or a pressure profile is read in (LPRES =-I, l, 2 or 3 in Card Type 2).
If a blank card is inserted for Card Type 5 when LPRES = I, 2 or 3, the
program will compute CDCAP, CNCAP and XBCAP.
Type 5: Format (3FIZ.8}
Data: CDCAP
- Spherical nose cap drag coefficient with nose
cap base area as a reference area.
CNCAP Normal force coefficient per radian angle of
attack for the nose. Reference area is nose
cap base area.
XBCAP
- Distance from base of nose cap to center
of pressure for the nose cap, in.
The next two card types are required only when pressure profile
data is input (LPRES = I, Z or 3). (See Section 1.4 and Figure 4. )
Type 6: Format (3F1Z.8)
Data: CPO (LT)
- Zero angle of attack pressure coefficient
at station LT.
CPA (LT) Lift parameter at station LT. See LPRES
on Card Type 2 and Section 1.4 for options
which are available.
XOD (LT)
- Axial distance from nose in calibers.
(One card is required for each data point, starting with the first point at
the junction of the nose cap and top frustum. )
Type 7: Format (71X, If)
Data: LSTOP = 1
- This signals the computer that the last
pressure profile data point has been read in.
The set of data cards described above will design one fairing.
A number of fairings can be designed with one computer run by placing






The following sample problem illustrates the input format of the



















ELMIN(1) = 16.0 inches
ELMIN(2) = 16.0 inches
ELMIN(3} = 16.0 inches
TMNC(I} = 0.032 inches
TMNC{2) = 0.032 inches
TMNC(3) = 0.032 inches
TMINN = 0.032 inches
TMP = 600.0 OF





FCFB = 30000,0 psi
Mate rial:
MAT = 1 (aluminum)
Aerodynamic data:
AMACH = 1.5
QBAP, = 765.0 ibs/sq ft
ALPHA = 8.5 degrees
DELTAP = 0. psi
Factor of Safety:
FS = 1.4 (It is not necessary to input this value,
since 1.4 is the value which the program






DELTAL = 0.1 inches
Nose cap lift and drag data:
A blank card is inserted in the deck in place of Card Type
5, causing the program to compute this data.
Pressure profile data:
Data for the pressure profile is taken from Figure 4
and listed in Figure 8 under Card Type 6.
This input data is arranged in key-punch format in Figure 8.
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APPENDIX B
























Ring cross-sectional dimension (see Figure 3), in.
Area of the base of the spherical nose cap, sq. in.
4
Moment of inertia of ring, in.
4
Moment of inertia of ring and effective skin, in.
Wei)ght index (weight of bay divided by volume of bay),
ibs/cu in.
Moment of inertiasequired of the stiffening ring
cross-section, in.
4
Moment of inertia of the stiffening ring, in.
A factor used in making a first estimate of bay
length when increasing skin thickness from T (J-l)
to T (J).
Bay length, in.
Length of next to last bay in frustum, in.
Bay length, in.
Axial length of nose cap, in.
Frustum length, in.
Length of frustum number NF, in.
Maximum bay length. (For the first three skin gauges
tried, ALMAX is equal to ALMX 2, and for the last
four skin gauges ALMAX is equal to either ALMXI or
ALMX2, whichever is less.) in.
Minimum length specified for bay, in.
Either ALMIN or the bay length computed for next
smaller skin gauge, whichever is greater, in.
ALMIN plus 40 inches, in.
Axial distance from base of bay to top of frustum, in.
Axial distance from base of bay to point at which
lateral pressure on the leeward side of the bay is
greatest, in.
Angle of attack, degrees when read in and radians
























Optimum length for Ith bay, in.
Total length of fairing, in.
Axial distance from base to bay to point at which the




Maximum allowable line load for a given bay
configuration, ibs/in.
Line load contributed by axial loading on bay, ibs/in.
Line load contributed by bending moments on bay,
lbs/in.
Critical line load, ibs/in.
Total line load on windward side of fairing multiplied
by factor of safety, ibs/in.
•_r_ng rnui_zpczea
by factor of safety, Ibs/in.
The ratio A/t (see _'igure 3)
A coefficient determined by "least squares" techniques
for the linear equation representing heat input to the
nose cap skin at the stagnation point.
Cross-sectional area of ring, sq in.
A coefficient determined by "least squares" techniques
for the linear equation representing heat input to top
frustum skin at its junction with the nose cap.
Axial load contributed by nose cap, ibs.
Axial load at some specified location on fairing, ibs.
Axial load contribution of a segment of the pressure
profile, ibs.
Bending moment at some specified location on fairing,
ibs/in.
Bending moment of a segment of the pressure profile
computed about the point on the segment nearest the
fairing base, ibs-in.

















The ratio B/t (see Figure 3)
A constant defined by Line No. RSZ0g630of the program
listing in Appendix A.
A constant defined by Line No. RSZOZ640of the program
listing xn Appendix A.
A constant defined by Line No. RSZOZ650of the program
listing in Appendix A.
A constant defined by Line No. RSZ01540 of the program
listing in Appendix A.
Aconstant defined by Line No. RS202660 of the program
listing in Appendix A.
A constant defined by Line No. RS202670of the program
listing in Appendix A.
A constant defined by Line No. RSZ0Z680of the program
listing xn Appendix A.
Drag coefficient for the sph_,ical nose cap with the base
area of the nose cap as a reference area.
A parameter computed in Subroutine CHIKLOD which
indicates the adequacy of the design. The code is as
follow s:
I.0 More than adequate
O. 0 Adequate
-l. 0 Less than adequate
A parameter computed in Subroutine CHKLOD which
indicates the adequacy of the design on the leeward
side of fairing. The design is adequate when CHKLE(I)
is equal to or less than 1.0.
Same as CHKLE(I).
A parameter computed in Subroutine CHKLOD which
indicates the adequacy of the design on the windward
side of the fairing. The design is adequate when CHKWD(I)























A constant defined by Line No. F(SZ04180 of the program
listing in Appendix A.
Normal force coefficient per radian angle of attack for
the spherical nose cap using nose cap base area as a
reference area, /radian.
The change in pressure coefficient on either the wind-
ward or leeward side of the fairing due to angle of attack
at station LT. {See Figures 4 and 5. )
Same a CPA(LT).
Pressure coefficient on the leeward side of the fairing.
Pressure coefficient on the windward side of the fairing.
Pressure coefficient at zero angle of attack at station LT.
Same as CPO(LT).
Pressure coefficient at stagnation point of the nose cap.
Coefficient of critical buckling pressure {See Equation
F5 in Appendix F. )
Cosine of THETA.
Normal force coefficient per radian angle of attack.
Small diameter of the Ith bay, in.
Base diameter of fairing, in.
Base diameter of a frustum, in.
Same as THETA.
Increment by which bay length is perturbated while
designing a bay, in.
Difference between internal and free-stream pressure,
psi.

























Small diameter of frustum, in.
Small diameter of frustum number NF, in.
Diameter of area useful for payload at the base of the
bay. (See Line RS207420of program listing in Appendix
A.)
Diameter of area useful for payload at top of bay. (See
Line RSZ07430of program listing in Appendix A. )
Base diameter of bay, in.
Bay length, in.
Modulus of elasticity of structural material, in.
Distance from ring centroid to skin centerline, in.
Minimum bay length for frustum NF, in.
ANFIMN for Ith bay, lbs/in.
ANFIMX for Ith bay, lbs/in.
Maximum allowable local stress in ring, psi.
Compressive stress at which skin buckles in the ab-
sence of other loading, psi.
Local stress in ring, psi.
Factor of safety.
Shear force contributed by an increment of pressure
profile, lbs.
Shear force contributed by nose cap, lbs.
Shear force at a specified location on the fairing,
lbs.
Shear force at the base of the Ithbay, lbs.
Useful axial length of nose cap (see Line No. RS209670
in Appendix A), in.
Code number for ring cross-sectional shape. (See
Figure 3. )




















Number of bays from bottom of fairing to top of
frustum NF.
Index indicating bay number within a frustum.
Index indicating parameter associated with skin
thickness T (J).
Index of skin thickness which is optimum for a bay.
Index of the smallest skin thickness which is equal
to or greater than the minimum thickness specified.
Index indicating ring parameters associated with a
ring using thickness T (K).
Input parameter indicating type of output desired, (See
Section 3.0 of the TECHNICAL DISCUSSION. )
An index used to identify a particular two-bay con-
figuration designed to complete a frustum.
An integer used to control manipulation of candidate
configurations for completing the design of a frustum.
An integer used to control computation of loads during
completion of frustum design,
An integer used to control computation of lateral
pressures.
An integer indicating type of pressure profile to be read
in. (See Section 3.0 of TECHNICAL DISCUSSION. )
An integer indicating that the last pressure profile
data card has been read.
Total number of pressure profile data points.
An integer indicating the material to be used. (See
Section 3.0 of the TECHNICAL DISCUSSION, )
Number of bays in a frustum.























Total number of frustums in the fairing.
Defined in Line INo. RSZ13660in the program listing
in Appendix A.
Pressure at which nose cap structure will collapse, psi.
Lateral pressure at which skin buckles in the absence
of other loading, psi.
Maximum pressure differential across the skin, multi-
plied by the factor of safety, on the leeward side of the
bay, psi.
Maximum pressure differential across the skin, multi-
plied by the factor of safety, on the windward side of
the fairing, psi.
Maximum pressure differential across the nose cap
skin, multiplied by a factor of safety, psi.
F_-stre_m pressure, psl.
Dynamic pressure, psi.
Dynamic pressure, ibs/sq, ft.
ANFIMX/ANFIAL
ANFMN/ANFIAL
RAXMIN for the Ith bay.
RAXMAX for the Ith bay.
Radius of spherical nose cap, in.
Radius of cylindrical section, in.
Material density, Ibs /cu. in.
PDESMX / PCRT
PDESMN/PCRT






















RPMAX for the Ith bay.
Radius of nose cap volume which is useful for payload.
(See Line No. RSZ09660of the program listing in
Appendix A. ), in.
Surface area of spherical nose cap, sq. in.
Sam of bay lengths within a frustum, in.
Sine of THETA.
Distance from the base of the fairing to the base of
the bay, in.
A standard skin gauge stored in the program, in.
Thickness of nose cap skin, in.
Thickness of nose cap skin required to withstand
pressure loads, in.
Thickness of nose cap skin required to limit its
temperature to the maximum specified, in.
Torsion constant of ring, in. 4
Thickness of skin required on the top frustum to limit
its temperature to the maximum specified, in.
Frustum half angle, radians
Half angle of frustum NF, degrees.
Minimum skin thickness to be used in designing a
frustum, in.
Minimum skin thickness to be used in designing the
nose cap, in.
TMiNC for frustum NF, in.
Maximum allowable temperature for both the top
























Thickness of ring material required with a bay design
using a skin thickness of T (J), in.
Thickness of ring material for optimized design of
the Ith bay, in.
Thickness of skin for optimized design of the Ith
bay, in.
Ring web thickness, in.
Volume of nose cap which is useful for payload (see
HUSE and RUSE), cu. ft.
Gross volume of fairing, cu. ft.
Volume of bay designed for a skin gauge of T (J),
cu. in.
Useful volume of fairing (see DUSE1, DUSEZ,
HUSE and RUSE), cu. ft.
Useful volume of frustum (see DUSE1 and DUSEZ),
cu. ft.
Weight of nose cap, Ibs.
Frustum weight, ibs.
Weight of ring when the skin gauge for the bay is
T (J), lbs.
Weight of ring for the Ith bay, lbs.
Weight of skin for bay design using skin gauge T (J),
lbs.
Width of skin which contributes to ring stiffness, in.
Weight of bay when bay is designed using a skin gauge
of T (d), lbs.
Weight of skin for optimized design of the Ith bay, lbs.
Weight of two-bay configuration required to complete
the design of a frustum, lbs.
Weight index, weight to volume ratio for the optimized
design for the Ith bay, lbs/cu, ft.






Length of pressure profile increment, in.
Distance from base of nose cap to center of lift
pressure on the nose cap, in.
Axial location measured from the forward-most






When data for the fairing pressure profile is not input, the pressure
coefficient at zero angle of attack, CPOO, and the maximum change in
pressure coefficient due to angle of attack, CPAA, are computed for each
conical frustum in Subroutine AERO. For the purpose of computing these
parameters, each frustum is treated as a complete cone with an attached
shock. Both CPOO and CPAA will then be uniform in the axial direction
for each frustum. In order to construct the pressure profile as described
in Section 1.4 and Figure 4, the values computed for CPOO and CPAA for
the frustum are assigned to the stations at the ends of the frustum. That
is
CPO (LT) = CPOO
CPO (LT+I) = CPOO
CPA (LT) = CPAA
CPA (LT+I) = CPAA
In which LT is the station at the small diameter of the frustum, and (LT+I)
is the station at the large diameter of the frustum.
Using the ground rules indicated above, CPOO can be readily determined
through the use of equations developed by Simon and Walter in Reference Z,
which agree within a few percent with data presented in Chart 6 of Reference
3 (NACA Report 1135). These equations have been programmed in Subroutine
AERO and are used in computing CPOO for each frustum.
When flying at" an angle' ,of attack the pressure distribution in the circum-
ferential direction varies with circumferential position. This circumferential
pressure distribution is assumed to be sinusoidal (see Figure 5). Since each
frustum is treated as a complete cone, the distribution in the axial direction
is uniform. The pressure distribution over the entire frustum can now be
described by equations specifying the circumferential pressure distribution.
These equations, as illustrated in Figure 5, are
Cp = Cpo - ACpsin# (CI)




The normal force, AFN, produced on an incremental length, AX, by






in which D is the diameter of the increment. When the expression for P
(Equation CZ) is substituted in Equation C3, and the integration performed
- _ D (_X) (APMAX) (C4)
_FN Z
In which
aPMAx = (aCp) q
and
Ii D (aX) (ACp) q (C5)AF N = -_-
The normal force on the same increment of cone can also be computed
by using the normal force coefficient, C N. For a complete cone the normal
force, F N, is expressed by
F N = C N q A (C6)
in which A is the base area of the cone. The incremental normal force,
_F N, produced by a short length, 5X, of this cone is
5F N = C N q (A_) (C7)
in which _A
expressed by
is the surface area of the increment projected on the cone base,
aD
aA - Z (,,D) (C8)
The change in diameter, /ID, for a change in length, &X, is
&D = 2 (&X) tans (C9)
in which @ is the half angle of the cone. Substituting Equations C8 and C9
into C7 yields the following expression for /IFN:
aF N = CNq (_D) (5X) tans (CI0)
When the two expressions for /iF N (Equations C5 and CI0) are equated
and solved for ACp, the following expression is obtained.




In Chart 8 of Reference 3 CNa is plotted as a function of cone half
angle 0 and Mach number. CNa is defined as
CNs = _ a = 0 (CIZ)
in which a is the angle of attack. For small angles of attack the following
relationship is valid:
C N = (CNa)_ (C13)
For the study for which this computer program was developed maximum loads
occur in the neighborhood of Mach 1.5. In this region CNa is not a strong
function of Mach number. Therefore, a plot was made of CNu versus 0 at
Mach 1.5. The points fell on a straight line expressed by the following equation.
CNa = Z.03 - I.ZO (C14)
In Equation C14 both c, and 0 are expressed in radians. Substituting Equations
C13 and C14 into C11 yields the following equation which is used to compute
CPAA in Subroutine AERO (CPAA = a Cp).
_ACp = (Z tan@) (2.03 - !.20 )_ (C15)
In Equation C15, _Cp is the difference between the pressure coefficient on the





BENDING MOMENTS, AXIAL LOADS AND SHEAR LOADS
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In order to design a bay within the nose fairing structure, it is
necessary to know the magnitude of the loads to which the bay is subjected.
In addition to lateral pressure there are bending moments and axial loads
which are used in computing line loads (force per running inch on the cir-
cumference) for the bay being analyzed. These computations are per-
formed in Subroutine LOAD using the pressure profile data which was
either computed in Subroutine AERO or input to the program.
The pressure profile data consists of a number of points connected
by straight line segments as illustrated in Figure 4. In order to compute
axial loads, shear loads and bending moments, it is necessary to compute
the contribution of each of these pressure profile increments to the total
load. In computing these incremental loads the point on the increment
nearest the base of the fairing is used as a reference point.
First, an equation is derived to represent the shear force contributed
by a pressure profile increment at its reference point. Nomenclature for
this derivation is illustrated in Figure D1. The expression for ACp as
a function of X/D between locations (X/D)I and (X/D)z is as follows:
ACpI - ACP z
ACp = ACpI - (X/D)1 . (X/D)2 (X/D) - (X/D)] (DI)
At a specified location ACp is the difference between the pressure
coefficient on the windward side of the fairing and the pressure coefficient
at the neutral position on the fairing (see Figure 5). The relationship
between the variables in Equation D1 and Figure 4 are as follows:
ACpI = CPA (LT+I)





A z = (-X/D) 1 - (X/D)z (DZ)
A l = ACpI - Az(X/D)I (D3)
Then, combining Equations DI, DZ and D3





X/D - Axial location measured
from the nose in calibers.
ACp - Change in pressure coefficient
due to angle of attack (identical
to CPA.A in program listing).
D - Local diameter of fairing




1 J , i
X/D
Figure D1 - Nomenclature Used in Derivation of Bending Moment Equation
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In a similar manner the following expression can be obtained for
the local diameter D.
D = ADI + ADz(X/D} (D5)
In which
D 1 - D z
ADZ = '(X/D)1 - (X/D)z
ADI = D 1 - ADz(X/D)1
In Appendix C an equation for the normal force, AF N, for an
increment of length, Z_X, was derived for a sinusoidal pressure distribution
in the circumferential direction. This equation (Equation C5) is as follows:
AF N =-_- D (AX) (ACp) q
in which q is dynamic pressure. Using Equation C5 the running load in





=-_- D (ACp) q (D6)
By combining Equations D4, D5 and D6, the following expression is
obtained for w.
w=-_ q [AIADI +AIADz(X/D)+AzADI(X/D)+AzADz(X/D)Z ]
(D7)










In which Dbase is the base diameter of the fairing.
is performed, the following expression is the result.
When the integration
v = --_Zq Dbase







The incremental shear force, vi, at the reference point of the ith
increment (the point nearest the fairing base), due to aerodynamic
pressure acting on the ith increment, is obtained by substituting (X/D)1
for x/n in Equation Dg.
The incremental bending moment, Mi, about the reference point
of the ith increment is expressed as follows:
X 1
J
M i = / v dx
X 2
J D)I
= Dbase v d(X/D) (DI0)
(X/D) 2
By substituting Equation D9 into Equation DI0 and performing the integration,
the following expression is obtained.
D-5
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I_ D z _91
Mi = _- q base T [,x/_,,_.<x/o,_]










These incremental shear loads and bending moments are now
used to compute the shear load, Vbase , and bending moment, Mbase ,
at the base of the fairing.
I





(viL i + m i) +
Contribution
of nose cap (DI3)
in which I is the total number of increments and L is the distance from
l
the base of the fairing to the reference point of the ith increment. The
shear moment contribution of the nose cap are discussed below.
As design of the fairing moves from the base toward the nose cap,
shear and moment contributed by each of the increments of pressure profile
are subtracted from the total shear and bending moment. In moving from
the reference point of the (i-1)th increment to the reference point of the ith




Vi = Vi-1 - vi-1 (D14)
M i = Mi_ 1 - mi. 1 Vixi_ 1 (D15}
in which x is the length of the increment.
Usually the location of the base of a bay will not coincide with the beginning
or end of a pressure profile increment. In this case the pressure profile
increment is divided at the base of the bay and each part is treated as a complete
increment.
Computation of axial loads is handled in much the same manner as
computation of shear force. Using nomenclature similar to that used previously
for the ACp calculations (see Figure D1} the equation for the pressure
coefficient within a pressure profile increment is
Cp = B 1 + BzD (Dl6)
in which
Cp1 - CI_2 D1
B 1 = Cp1 - D1 - D z
(DI7)
Cpl - Cpz
B z = D! . DZ (DI8}
The incremental axial load is
DZ
&Fax = i (q Cp-hP} (liD) dD-2- (D:9)
1
in which AP is the difference between fairing internal pressure and ambient
pressure. When the expression for Cp is substituted into this equation and
the integration is performed, the following equation is obtained.
(D20)
-E '5Fax = ZE :I {q B1 _ ap){DIZ . DZZ) + : q BZ
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Total axial load at the base of the fairing is computed by summing up the
incremental loads plus the drag contributed by the nose cap. As design of the
fairing progresses from the base towards the nose cap, increments of axial
load are subtracted in a manner similar to that employed in computing shear
loads.
When the bending moment and axial load are known at the base of a bay,
the circumferential line load can be computed. This is the load per unit length
of circumference parallel to the surface of the skin. The axial load places a
uniform compressive load on the circumference. The bending moment places
a compressive load on the leeward side and a tensile load on the windward side.
The line load due to the axial force is
F





= Axial force at the base of the bay
= Diameter at the base of the bay
= Semi-vertex angle of the bay
Using the assumption that the strain in the skin due to bending is proportional
to the distance from the neutral plane, the maximum contribution of bending
moment to the line load is computed by the following equation:
M 1
(N¢)BEND - 11 7 O_ (Dig)
4
When line load due to bending is superimposed on line load due to axial
force the total becomes
(N¢)wND = (N ¢)AX " (N¢}BEND (DZ3)
(N¢ILEE = (N¢)AX + (N¢)BEND (DZ4}




The contribution of the nose cap to axial load, shear force and bending
moment are computed by means of the nose cap drag coefficient, C D, normal
force coefficient per radian angle of attack, CN_, and X, the distance from
the base of the nose cap to center of pressure on the normal plane. The
reference area for C D and CNa is the base area of the nose cap. These param-
eters can be read into the computer or computed in Subroutine LOAD.
The computations for the nose cap C D in Subroutine LOAD are based on a
computed pressure coefficient at the stagnation point, (Cp)stg, and a pressure
distribution over the nose cap described by the following equation:
Cp = (Cp)stg sin 2 ¢ (DZ5)
in which ¢is the angle between a plane tangent to the nose cap surface and the
line of flight.
In order to compute (Cp)stg, the pressure at the stagnation point is assumed
to be equal to the stagnation pressure downstream from a normal shock with
upstream Mach number equal to that of the vehicle. For one-dimensional flow
of a perfect gas with constant specific heat and molecular weight the ratio of
downstream stagnation pressure, Po' to upstream static pressure, P®, is
expressed by the following equation taken from Reference 11.
Y 1
p.. _ M Y %-1 - _ (DZ6)
in which y is the specific heat ratio of air and M is the Mach number of the
vehicle. When Y= 1.4, Equation D26 reduces to
7
Po 166.9Z M
p® - (TM x _l)Z. b (D27)
An expression for P_ derived from basic definitions is as follows:
® q (DZ8)
P = I_. yM z
2
For air, Equation D28 reduces to
P_ = q
0.7 M z (D29)
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Combining Equations D27, D29 and D30 yields the following equation
E1 166.9Z M 7(Cp)stg - 0.7 M E (7M Z -i) Z. 5 -
(D30)
(D31)
The pressure coefficient, Cp, at all points on the nose cap is now defined
by Equations DZ5 and D 31. By integrating Cp over the nose cap surface the
following expression is obtained for C D.
1 (i+ sinZ6 ) (D3Z)
Cp = _- (Cp)stg
in which @ is the half angle of the top frustum. The axial force contributed
by the nose cap is now expressed by the following equation:
(AFax) CAP = CD q A (D33)
in which A is the base area of the cap.
For small bluntness ratio (less than 0. Z) the bending moment contribution
of the nose cap can be approximated by assuming that the nose cap is re-
placed by a cone having the same half angle as the top frustum, cCNa_ canthen be computed by Equation C14 which is derived in Appendix
C N = Z.03 - I.Z 0 (D34)
a
Shear force contribution of the nose cap is
vCA p = c, CNa q A (D35)
D-10
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For a complete cone the normal force (shear force) acts a point one-third
of the distance from the base of the cone to its apex.
1 d
"_ - 3 2 tan 0 (D36)
In which d is the diameter of the nose cap base.
the base of the nose cap is expressed as follows:
The bending moment at







The lateral pressure used to design the fairing is the difference between
internal and external surface pressure multiplied by a factor of safety. This
pressure is computed on both the windward and leeward sides of the bay, using
the pressure profile data and input aerodynamic data.
Pressure coefficients on the windward and leeward sides of the bay are
expressed by the following equations.
In which
(Cp)wN D = Cpo + ACp (El)





= pressure coefficient on windward side
= pressure coefficient on leeward side
= pressure coefficient at zero angle of attack
= change in pressure coefficient due to angle of attack
The difference between surface pressure and free-stream pressure is expressed
by the following equations.
(Ps)wND - P® =
(Ps)LEE - P. =
PS =
q =
(Cp)wN D q (E3)





Recall that the difference between internal pressure and free-stream pressure
is an input parameter,




gP = the input value of pressure difference
Pint = absolute pressure inside the fairing
Combining Equation E3 with E5 and E4 with E5 the following equations for
pressure difference are obtained.
(Ps)wND " Pint = (Cp)WND q " aP (E6)
(Ps)LEE " Pint = (Cp)LE E q -Ap (E7)
Design pressures are obtained by multiplying these pressure differences by
the factor of safety, FS.
(Pdes)WND = FS [(Cp)WNDq . _PI (E8)









When bay geometry, bay loading and shell thickness are specified the
adequacy of the shell design is determined in Subroutine CHKLOD, In
analyzing a bay design both line load (from Subroutine LOAD) and design
pressure {from Subroutine PRESUR) are considered on both the windward
and leeward sides of the fairing, An interaction relationship is used to
account for the combi ned effect of these two types of loading,
The following interaction equation, which is used in Subroutine CHKLOD,







(Rp)al = maximum allowable value for Rp
N_
RAX -
(N_)cr t ...... .. (F3)
P = design pressure
Pc rt = the external to internal pressure difference at which the
shell would fail in the absence of other forms of loading
{critical pressure)
N¢ = circumferential line load
(N#)cr t = the compressive circumferential line load at which the
shell will buckle in the absence of other loading (critical
line load)
Critical pressure for the shell is computed by the method presented in
Section 6. Z3. Z, Reference 4. This is the "equivalent cylinder" technique of
Reference 13 applied to the elastic design of truncated cones with a taper
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IZ Z 3/i - u2
0.875 Z + 1.122 4-Z







nr _- 0.60 (0.70 + RI/R 2)
n(t_) _ rcos@
E = modulus of elasticity
= Poisson's ratio
L = length of shell
t = thickness of shell
(F7)
(F8)
O = semivertex angle of frustum
0 = an equivalent radius
R 1 = small diameter of frustum
Rp = large diameter of frustum
(For computational convenience the form of the above equations has been
altered in the design program. )
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The critical line load is computed by equations for short monocoque
cylinders (Section 6. ll.Z of Reference 4) modified by E. Hendrix, Reference
14, for use in the analysis of conical frustums. The basic equation is
nE










is computed by Equations F7 and F8 above.
The buckling coefficient, C, is expressed by the following equation:
In which
0. 871
C = it)m_l(_b n (FIO)
p
n = Z(m-1)
Values for m are presented graphically in Figure 6.11-2- of Reference 4 for
three different levels of probability -- average, 90% and 99%. A curve-fit
of the 99% probability curve yielded the following equation which is used in
the design program.
-2
m = o 0.378 Iln (_ t + 0.3Iln (_)1 + 0.79Z tell)
The parameter n in Equation F9 is a plasticity reduction factor which
is equal to one for the low loading intensities typical of nose fairings.
Since loads are expressed in terms of line load it is necessary to convert
the critical compressive stress to the critical compressive line load. This
is done by the following equation
(N¢)crt = (Fcrt) (t) (F12)
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The ratios indicated in Equations FZ and F3 can now be calculated, and
a value for (Rp) 1 can be computed by Equation FI. If Rp is equal to or less
than (Rp)al the _eisign is satisfactory.
For use in the program it is desirable to define a new parameter, C K,
which is equal to or less than 1 for a satisfactory design.
Algebraically, C K, Rp and (Rp)al are related as follows:
C K = 1 + Rp - (Rp)al (FI3)
C K is computed for both the windward and leeward sides of the fairing,
corresponding to the variable names CHKWND and CHKLEE in the computer
program. When both CHKWND and CHKLEE are equal to or less than one
the design is adequate. In the computer output under "Design Details of
Conical Frustums" some of the ratios and parameters developed in this
appendix are listed for both the windward and leeward sides of the bay under
the following heading s:
N ¢ - Line Load
Rax - Stress Ratio, Axial
Rp . Stress Ratio, Press.







After the shell portion of a bay has been designed, it is necessary
to provide a ring of adequate stiffness to prevent general instability of
the composite structure, i.e., to prevent the entire side of the fairing from
caving in. This ring is placed at the upper end of the bay. For tapered
conical sections, lateral crushing pressure is normally the dominant factor
in ring size determination. For these sections, the required moment of
inertia of such a ring is expressed by the following equation which was
used by Nevins and Helton in a similar study reported in Reference I.
Ireq = Lbay 2 cos @ (Pdes)WND Db t 4/31 1.0Z E tan (GI)
in which
Lbay = length of bay, in.
D = small diameter of bay, in.
@ = semivertex angle of bay
t = skin thickness, in.
(Pdes)WND = the crushing pressure on the windward side of the
fairing, psi.
D b = the base diameter of the fairing, in.
E = modulus of elasticity of the material, psi.
This equation is a modification of the general stability equation
developed by Becker in Reference 5.
For cylindrical sections, axial loads are higher and lateral collapse
pressure much lower than in conical sections, hence rings are sized on a
different basis. As stated in Section 1.13, the cylindrical section is divided
into bays of equal length using stiffening rings of identical cross-section.
Skin gauge for the first bay is determined by the same methods used else-
where in the fairing. Then assuming that the skin gauge and loading determined
for the first bay prevail throughout the cylindrical section, the minimum
ring cross-section required to prevent general instability is computed by
the method of Baruch-Singer adapted for use in this program by A. B. Burns
(see Appendix K).
After computing the moment of inertia required of the ring, the
ring cross-section which will provide this moment of inertia is selected.
The three types of cross-sectional shapes which may be specified are
shown in Figure 3. Also to be specified are B/t ratios of the web(s) and
flanges. When designing the ring, the computer program selects the
smallest standard skin gauge which provides a ring cross-section with
moment of inertia equal to or greater than that required, providing that the
selected ring has no buckled flanges.
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It is necessary to check for flange (or web) buckling because large
B/t values may be input, and these large B/t values present a definite
possibility of local instability occurring. In making this check, a small
(one percent) ovality tolerance was assumed, and bending stress due to
this ovality effect are added to the hoop compression stress. The total
flange stress thus obtained, is compared to an input flange buckling stress





STRUCTURAL DESIGN OF SPHERICAL NOSE CAP
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The nose cap design is analyzed structually as an unstiffened, non-
shallow spherical cap with uniform shell thickness. The method of
analysis used is presented in Section 6. Z3. l of Reference 4. From
experiments it is observed that non-shallow (the ratio of height to radius
is greater than i/6) spherical caps buckle in the form of a small dimple
in some area of the surface of the cap. Therefore, the critical buckling
pressure for non-shallow caps is independent of the height to radius ratio,
depending only on the radius to thickness ratio and the modulus of elasticity
of the shell material.
The equation recommended in Reference 4 is
0.6O6 E
Pcrt = {R) Ze 0.04_R/t (H1)
In which
Pc rt = critical buckling pressure
R = nose cap radius
E = modulus of elasticity
t = shell thickness
A trial and error procedure is used in determining the minimum shell
thickness required for the nose cap. When R, E and design pressure are
known the shell thickness is increased by 0.001 inch increments until Pert
is equal to or greater than the design pressure computed for the nose cap.
Maximum design pressure for the nose cap occurs at the stagnation point.
Assuming that the pressure on this point is the same as the stagnation pressure
downstream from a normal shock, the pressure coefficient, (Cp)st_, is
expressed by Equation D30, and the design pressure is expressed -by the
following equation:
in which
(Pd) CAP = (FS) [ q (CP)stg - AP ] (H2)
FS = factor of safety
q = dynamic pressure




DERIVATION OF APPROXIMATE BAY LENGTH EQUATIONS
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Because of the complexity of the equations relating bay geometry and
acceptable loading level it is necessary to determine bay length by an
iterative procedure. Computer time can be saved by making a good first
guess for this bay length. After establishing the bay length for the first
of seven skin gauges to be used in the search for the optimum configuration,
the lengths corresponding to each of the remaining six skin gauges can be
scaled by using the ratio of the skin gauges and the previous bay length,
both of which are known. Because lateral pressure is the dominant type
of loading the derivation of the scaling equation which follows is based on
the equation in Appendix F relating critical buckling pressure and bay
geometry.
These equations are as follows:
C
PCR = P HZE 1
Z (0 It)z (If)
IZ Z _i-
In which
0.875Z + i. IZZ V_-
Cp = CiZ)
4. 385 +
z %cos \DB/ 1:3 
n R _ 0.6 .7 + (I4)
t cos 0 (I5)
Pcr = lateral pressure at which the skin buckles
E = modulus of elasticity
= Poisson's ratio
0 = half angle of bay
L = bay length
D = small diameter of bay
D B = large diameter of bay
t = skin thickness
p = an effective bay radius
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In equation Ii the only parameters influenced by bay length and skin
gauge are Cp, Z and 0/t. Therefore, the following relationship can be
written, using subscript 1 to indicate the parameters associated with the
bay which has been designed and subscript Z to indicate parameters
associated with the bay whose length is being estimated.
E 1°(Cp)z Z l It)t(p 'it)z(Cp) 1 Zz = ; (z6)
A log - log plot of Cp versus Z using Equation IZ reveals that Equation




= o. 37z (z7)
(Cp) z Zf h O. 64
(Cp) 1 -
Substituting into Equation I6
(18)
,Zl O. 36 p/t)1
p/t)Z =
t (z9)
Again dropping terms not influenced by L and t, the following ratio is
obtained from Equation I3.
ZZ - \ qR1/ \Lz/ tl









Which can be written as follows using the trignometric relationship










( 0/t)z - RZ (zl3)




However, it is necessary to have a value for L 2 before computing the
rationRl/_Z using EquationI1Z. A close approximation to L Z can be obtained
by letting _l/nRZ be equal to 1 in Equation I14. The ratio nR1/_;_Z can then
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The maximum temperature reached by the skin due to aerodynamic heating
can be controlled by placing a lower limit on the thickness of skin to be used
in critical locations. Provisions have been made in the program to place such
constraints on both the nose cap and top frustum of the fairing, either by
specifying the minimum skin thickness to be used or by specifying the maximum
temperature to be reached by the skin.
Design curves for determining the minimum thicknesses have been pre-
pared by LMSC/HREC. These curves and the methods used in generating the
data for these curves are presented in Reference 6. The trajectory used in
this analysis was a nominal two-stage Saturn V ascent trajectory to a I00
nautical mile circular orbit.
Both laminar and turbulent heating occur during the flight. Laminar flow
was assumed to exist when the Reynolds number based on momentum thickness
of the local boundary layer was equal to or less than 500. Turbulent flow was
assumed to exist at Reynolds numbers above 500. When the flow was laminar,
the method of Fay and Riddell (Reference 7) was used together with the laminar
heating rate distribution of Lees (Reference 8). When the flow was turbulent,
heating rates were calculated by using a method from Reference 9 (Bromberg,
Fox and Ackermann). Radiation from the outer surface was also taken into
account.
Other assumptions were that the heat flow is one-dimensional, that at any
time or location on the fairing the skin temperature is uniform throughout the
thickness of the skin, and that the inner surface of the skin is perfectly insulated.
These latter assumptions were found to have only a minor effect on the final
results.
Maximum temperature constraints are applied to the nose cap and the top
frustum. The thickness of material required to limit the maximum temperature
of the nose cap is based on heating at the stagnation point of the nose cap, and
the thickness required for the top frustum is based on heating on the nose cap
at its junction with the top frustum. Thus, the heating data required to establish
these constraints can be obtained from a spherical shell.
Several hundred data points were generated for each of the following five
materials: aluminum, magnesium, titanium, stainless steel and Lockalloy.
Each data point for a specified material is completely described by the
following four parameter s:
radius of spherical nose cap
the angle between the line of flight and a plane
tangent to the nose cap at the point of interest
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Tma x = the maximum temperature reached by the skin, OF
t = thickness of the skin
When applying this data to nose fairing design, e is equal to 90 ° at the
stagnation point and to the half angle of the top frustum at the junction of the
nose cap and top frustum. (Note that ¢ in Reference 6 is the complement
of O. )
In order to avoid the necessity of storing all of these data points in the
fairing design program, a set of linear algebraic equations which fit the
data within a few percent was developed by a technique commonly referred
to as multiple regression analysis. A detailed description of multiple
regression analysis can be found in many statistical text books such as
Reference i0, Chapters 4 and 5.
Two major steps are involved in such an analysis. First, it is necessary
to establish the form of the equation relating the variables which describe
the data points. This step can be based on intuition and/or a knowledge of
the physical laws relating the variables. This equation must be reduced to
linear form, which is then referred to as a linear model. The linear model
has the general form
y = C 1 X 1 + C z x Z + . • . + CnX n (J1)
The variables y and x l, x Z, ---, x n may be grouped parameters such
as (Tmax-70) and Tmax / v_- . However, these variables must be such that
numerical values can be obtained for each variable for each data point.
Having developed a linear model the next step is to determine the set of
coefficients (c I, cz, ---, Cn) which give the best fit to the data. This is
done by means of the "least squares" curve fit technique. Usually several
different linear models are tried in an attempt to curve-fit a given set of
data.
For this application two models were developed, one for the stagnation
point and the other for the point of tangency between the spherical nose cap
and the top frustum. A set of coefficients was computed for each of the two
models for each of the five materials, making a total of ten sets of coefficients.
The equations and coefficients appear in Subroutine THERML.
The linear model representing heating at the stagnation point is based on
laminar and radiative heating theory. It is postulated that the following
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relationship is approximately true.
Kz
(Tma x - 70) = K I + _ (K 3 - Tmax) - K 4 _ (Tma x + 460) 4PCpt
(JZ)
in which
P = density of skin
Cp = specific heat of skin
e = emissivity of skin
The terms in Equation JZ represent the following physical quantities:
Cpt (Tmax-70) = the maximum quantity of heat stored in a unit
area of skin during the flight
K 1 = a constant
KZ
-- (K 3 - Tmax) = convective heat input (laminar flow) to the unit
area
K4e(Tma x + 460) 4 = radiative heat loss from the unit area
When material properties are dropped (coefficients are determined for
each material) and when the multiplications are performed Equation JZ reduces
to the following linear form.
T
1 max
t ,__,(Tmax-70_ = a 1 + a Z -- + a 3
+ a 4 (Tma x +460) 4
(J 3)
Comparing this to Equation Jl
y = t (Tmax-70)
X 1 : i
J-4





X4 = (Tma x + 460}4
Using the data generated in Reference 6 the coefficients a l, a2, a3 and a4
can be determined by the least-squares technique.
A more complex model is required to represent heating at the point at
which the nose cap is tangent to the top frustum. Turbulent flow occurs
during part of the flight, and laminar flow occurs during the remainder.
It is also necessary to specify the angular location, @, on the sphere. The
following model was postulated:
K Z
PCpt (Tmax-70) = K 1 + (K 4 + sinZ@ ) (K5-Tmax)
K 3
+ R 0. Z (K4 + sinZ@ ) (K5"Tmax) -K6 e(Tmax + 460)4
The additional terms in this equation have the following physical significance:
K Z
(K 4 + sin Z 8) (K 5 - Tmax) = convective heat input during
laminar flow
K 3
0. Z (K4 + sinZ@) (K5 - Tmax) = convective heat input during
R turbulent flow
in which (K 4 + sinZe ) accounts for pressure variation with angular position
on the nose cap. When material properties are dropped and the multiplications



































Note that y and Xl, x Z, x3, and x 4 are identical for both the stagnation
point and tangency point models.
Coefficients were determined for each of the five materials at both the
stagnation point and the tangency point. A summary of pertinent information
about the curve fit is presented in Table Jl.
The coefficients stored in Subroutine THERML were determined for a
nominal two-stage Saturn V ascent trajectory to a i00 nautical mile orbit.
If the subroutine is to be used for trajectories which differ greatly from this
trajectory it would he adviseable to determine a new set of coefficients based
on thermal data for the new trajectory. The linear models used in Subroutine
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The equations presented by Baruch and Singer (Ref. i) may be easily modified
to predict the classical buckling load for the general mode of instability in
stiffened cylinders subjected to a combination of axial compression and either
internal or external lateral pressure. In the present analysis, modified
Baruch-Singer equations have been written in a form which yields the classical
axial load-carrying ability of the cylinder given a particular ring geometry
and spacing, and a specified lateral pressure. These equations have two signifi-
cant features_ (1) they include the effects of ring eccentricity, and (2) they
assume that local instability does not precede the onset of general instability
in any of the elements of the composite cross-section. In addition, they apply
to cylinders stiffened with equally spaced rings of identical cross section.
Of course; the classical buckling load is usually much too optimistic for
cylinders carrying predominantly axial loads, and a practical method for adjust-
ing the classical buckling downward is required. The method utilized here is
that recommended in Ref. 2. Briefly, the critical buckling load is equal to
the minimum postbuckling load (the lower bound), plus a percentage of the
difference between the classical buckling load (the upper bound) and the
minimum postbuckling load, depending upon the geometry of the cylinder. Thus:
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When Nmi n = NcZ , i.e., when the upper and lower bounds to the critical
buckling load are equal, the critical buckling load is set equal to the
classical buckling load and the term containing the factor c is zero.
When Nin < NcZ , the factor c has the form:
c : (_- 0.12)/0.88
where _ , an empirical reduction factor, is defined as follows:
= 1.O when (R/t)e _ 33 •
= 6.48(R/t)e 0"54 when (R/t)e > 33 •
where :
(R/t)e = R/t (tx/t)O'5 [5.46(Ix/t 3 + ly/t3)] -0'5
Note that the formulation for (R/t) e reduces to R/t for monocoque cylinders.
Thus, the reduction factor is tailored to apply to stiffened cylinders ranging
from those with minimal stiffening to those with extensive stiffening.
Although the classical buckling load calculated here is dependent upon the
applied lateral pressure, the minimum postbuckling load is calculated assuming
zero pressure, This procedure has been adopted in the interest of expediency
because a major effort beyond the intent of this study would be required to
obtain minimum postbuckling loads which represent the combination of axial
compression and lateral pressure loads on the cylinder. Likewise, the correc-
tion factor c is also calculated assuming zero pressure since it is expected
that axial compression will be the predominant loading on cylinders analyzed
with this subroutine. Under these circumstances, these limitations are expected




The subroutine which has been written to solve the above noted equations
accepts data relative to the rings in a general form; ring area, ring moment
of inertia, ring centroidal distance, ring spacing and ring torsional stiffness
are required. Therefore, any ring cross-section may be subjected to analysis
in this subroutine for which the above noted properties have been written in
a common form and are made available elsewhere in the program.
The classical buckling load is obtained by setting m = 1 and systemati-
cally investigating increasing values of n until a minimum NcZ is obtained.
The value of m is then increased and n is again varied. If Nc_m=l_ Nc_ 1 ,
the cylinder is short; that is, the natural axial half wave length is greater
than the length of the cylinder, and Nc_m=l is accepted as the classical
buckling load. If Nc_m= I > Nc_m> I , the cylinder is long, and the value of
m is increased in increments (and for each increment, the value of n is
varied) until the lowest value of Nc_ is found. As part of these calculations,
an effective width factor Y is applied to the skin between rings, as required,
to account for shear lag effects which reduce the bending stiffness of the
composite section in the circumferential direction. Note that the skin is
still assumed to be non-buckling. The minimum postbuckling load is subsequently
calculated. Information pertinent to this quantity is stored as constant data
in the program. This information has been taken from the work of Almroth
(Ref. 3) wherein Almroth_ graphical results have been converted here into
tabular form. Additional subroutines are used to interpolate between adjacent
points in the constant data. Initial calculations for the minimum postbuckling
load establish whether the cylinder is long or short, and are carried out in
a manner similar to that described above relative to the classical buckling
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load. If the cylinder is long, either subroutine TERP4 of TERP5 is called
for interpolation purposes, depending upon the value of the geometric parameter
y If the cylinder is short, subroutine TERP7 is called.
Having calculated the classical buckling load and the minimumpostbuck_ing
load, the correction factor c is calculated as outlined above and these
quantities are then used to calculate the critical buckling load.
The pressure applied to the cylinder maybe positive (collapse pressure)
or negative (burst pressure). For positive pressures, the subroutine may
yield negative critical buckling loads in the early stages of sizing the rings,
which indicate that the shell geometry is critical under the applied pressure,
and tensile axial loads are required to maintain stability. Positive critical
buckling loads (compression) will be obtained as the rings are increased in
size.
The subroutine computes an elastic critical buckling load. Corrections
for plasticity (or maximumpermissible stress) are madeelsewhere. Although
the present subroutine has been written for internally stiffened cylinders,
cylinders stiffened externally with rings mayalso be analyzed, if desired, by





























moment of inertia per unit of circumferential width of cylinder
wall cross section, taken about the centroid of the cross section.
moment of inertia per unit of length of cylinder wall cross
section, taken about the centroid of the cross section
number of axial half-waves
number of circumferential full waves
classical buckling load per unit of circumference for the general
instability mode
minimum postbuckling load per unit of circumference for the
general instability mode
applied axial load per unit of circumference
applied pressure per unit of surface area
cylinder radius
cylinder wall thickness
equivalent thickness in the axial direction (see Ref. 2)
equivalent thickness in the circumferential direction (see Ref. 2)


















ring moment of inertia
ring area
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